
 

MASTER CONTRACT FOR PRODUCTS AND SERVICES   
THE CITY OF KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI 

AMENDMENT NO. 6 
CONTRACT NO.  EV2087 

 
This amendment (“Amendment”) is between KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI, a constitutionally chartered municipal 
corporation (CITY) and Milestone UTILITY SERVICES, INC. (CONTRACTOR).  The parties desire to amend the 
Contract EV2087 entered into on April 1, 2015 for Customer self-service portal implementation as follows: 
 
WHEREAS, City previously entered into a contract with CONTRACTOR to provide a self-service portal; and  
 
WHEREAS, the parties now wish to amend the contract to add the following initial term of contract and additional 
periods:  
  

• The CITY and CONTRACTOR wish to add additional renewal periods to the existing contract. 
CITY may renew this Contract for up to two (2) additional three (3) year terms. Also, new scope 
of work added covers enhance access to KC Water’s web portal. This will allow enhancing the 
portal with a web-based CSR communication tool and creating an offline accessible database, 
and backup VPN tunnel we can minimize the risks associated with pandemic response in 
addition to providing improved responses to our customer requests. 
 
 

Sec. 1.  Sections Amended. The following section(s) are hereby added to the Contract: 
 

 Attachment A Scope of Work 
  Attachment B:  Pricing Schedule 
 
Sec. 2. Initial Term of Contract and Additional Periods. 

 
(a) Initial Term.  The initial term of this Contract shall begin on April 15, 2015 and shall end on March 

30, 2021. The Manager of Procurement Services is authorized to enter into an amendment of this 
Contract with CONTRACTOR to extend the term of this Contract and time of performance for this 
Contract. 

 
(b) Renewal Terms.  At any time prior to the expiration of the initial term or any subsequent term, the 

CITY, in its sole discretion, may renew this Contract for up to five (5) additional one (1) year terms. 
 
(c) Transition Term.  Notwithstanding the expiration of the initial term or any subsequent term or all 

options to renew, CONTRACTOR and CITY shall continue performance under this Contract until 
the CITY has a new contract in place with either CONTRACTOR or another provider or until the 
CITY terminates the Contract, but in no event more than six months from the date of expiration 
or termination.  

   
 

This section covers added scope and services. All other terms and conditions still apply. 
 
 Attachment A Scope of Work 
  

 Application Managed Services 
CONTRACTOR will operate the EPORTAL application on behalf of the CITY and provide 
necessary staff to ensure the application is up and available. Meetings and status 
reporting will occur between CONTRACTOR and the CITY.  The source code will be 
managed, upgraded (adhering to the CONTRACTOR’s release schedule) and promoted 



 

by the CONTRACTOR.   The following services will be performed by the CONTRACTOR 
as part of Managed Services: 

a) Any and all patches, enhancements, updates, upgrades and new versions of the 
EPORTAL that CONTRACTOR makes generally commercially available as part of the 
product release schedule. Any such patches, enhancements, updates, upgrades and 
new versions will be covered by the Managed Services set forth in Section 3.1.6.  

b) Provide support for operational and troubleshooting issues and the applicable 
resolutions as needed within the guidelines set forth herein.   

c) Monitor ePortal and ensure the application is up and available for the CITY’s CITYs and 
provide support to the CITY on a 24x7 basis. 

d) Managing EPORTAL source code and promotion through the testing and production 
environments. 

e) Updates and management of configuration and content that does not reside within 
EPORTAL’s Admin console with the CITY. 

f) Reporting of issues and resolution progress as set forth herein. 
g) Status Meetings/Management Reports as set forth herein. 

1.1. Scope  
CONTRACTOR will provide the CITY with the Managed Services related to EPORTAL as described 
in this section.   The CITY may request services by creating a ticket in the CONTRACTOR ticketing 
system or other system as mutually agreed upon.  The CITY will assign a priority using the Incident 
and Severity Level table in Section 3.1.8.2.  The CONTRACTORS representative will review the 
request and work with the CITY to fully understand the request.  The CITY will be responsible for any 
and all approvals to promote any source code, configuration, content or any other system changes 
through the environment stack, as well as any changes to non-CONTRACTOR controlled 
applications. 

1.1.1. Configuration Management 
CONTRACTOR will provide the following Configuration Management Services to maintain and 
support the functionality of the EPORTAL Solution.  CONTRACTOR will be responsible for updating 
Configuration settings in the EPORTAL Admin Portal and promoting the changes through the lower 
environments and into Production.  
The CITY and CONTRACTOR will each perform their respective responsibilities as set out in the 
table: 
 

Function  
Responsibility 

CITY CONTRACTOR 
User Creation and Role Assignment RESPONSIBLE Consults 

Add or remove a user update User role assignment RESPONSIBLE Informs 

Request Configuration setting updates in Admin Portal & 
assign priority. 

RESPONSIBLE Informs 

Change Configuration settings in Admin Portal  Consults RESPONSIBLE 

Promote configuration settings in all portal environments. Consults RESPONSIBLE 

Approve configuration setting promotions. RESPONSIBLE Informs 



 

Function  
Responsibility 

CITY CONTRACTOR 
Assign Priority to requested changes. RESPONSIBLE Consults 

 
 

1.1.2. EPORTAL CITY Notification Management 
CONTRACTOR will configure and monitor the SMS and email notification engine and ensure that 
EPORTAL related CITY notifications are being sent out and provide a user interface to show returned 
emails.  
The CITY and CONTRACTOR will each perform their respective responsibilities as set out in the 
table:  
 

Function  
Responsibility 

CITY CONTRACTOR 
Manage email server used for outbound CITY 
communication generated by EPORTAL 

Informs RESPONSIBLE 

Review and correct failed emails. RESPONSIBLE Consults 

Run ePortal batch jobs to generate outbound CITY 
notifications 

Informs RESPONSIBLE 

Manage outbound text service used for outbound CITY 
communication generated by EPORTAL 

Informs RESPONSIBLE 

Assign Priority to requested changes. RESPONSIBLE Consults 

Generate batch files of accounts or profiles for 
notifications triggered by 3rd party applications. 

RESPONSIBLE Informs 

 

1.1.3. EPORTAL Content Management 
CONTRACTOR will provide a mechanism that allows a functional user (either CITY or 
CONTRACTOR) to be able to edit and publish content on EPORTAL. 
CITY will be responsible for managing the configured Content using the Admin module.  This includes 
changes in the lower environments and into production.  CONTRACTOR will provide the required 
support.   
CONTRACTOR will be responsible for managing and changing any content that cannot be managed 
through the Admin module and promote these changes through the lower environments and into 
production. 
The CITY and CONTRACTOR will each perform their respective responsibilities as set out in the 
table: 

 

Function  
Responsibility 

CITY CONTRACTOR 
Edit content through the Admin portal in lower 
environments 

RESPONSIBLE Informs 

Publish content  RESPONSIBLE Informs 



 

Edit content through the Admin portal in production 
environment 

RESPONSIBLE Informs 

Approve all non-Admin portal content changes RESPONSIBLE Informs 

Update non-Admin portal content changes Consults RESPONSIBILITY 

Promote non-Admin portal content changes Informs RESPONSIBLE 

Assign Priority to requested changes RESPONSIBLE Consults 

Support/provide backup resources to edit and publish 
Admin content in lower and production environments 

ACCOUNTABLE RESPONSIBLE 

 

1.1.4. Code Migration / Promotion Management 
CONTRACTOR will be responsible for managing the source code and promoting EPORTAL related 
source code from one environment to another.  CONTRACTOR will track the code in an online 
source code repository (GitHub) and will be responsible for checking code out/in.  Code promotions 
will be based upon the approval of the CITY.  The CITY will be responsible for source code managed 
of CITY controlled applications (any applications not provided by CONTRACTOR).  CONTRACTOR 
and the CITY will collaborate on source code promotions that are dependent on more than one 
system. 
The CITY and CONTRACTOR will each perform their respective responsibilities as set out in the 
table: 
 

Function  
Responsibility 

CITY CONTRA
CTOR 

Execute tests on any fixes in Test / Pre-Prod before 
moving to production.  

RESPONSIBLE Informs 

Acknowledge acceptance of fixes prior to deployment in 
production 

RESPONSIBLE Informs 

Promote EPORTAL code through lower tier environments Consults RESPONSIBLE 

Approve code promotions through lower tier environments RESPONSIBLE Informs 

Promote EPORTAL code to Production environments Consults RESPONSIBLE 

Approve code promotions to Production environments RESPONSIBLE Informs 

Promote any non CONTRACTOR provided code fixes & 
enhancements 

RESPONSIBLE Consults 

Perform data refreshes of lower environments. Not to 
exceed 4 refreshes per year. 

Consults RESPONSIBLE 

 

1.1.5. Usage Performance Metrics and Improvements 
EPORTAL application will track usage and certain elements of transactions being performed by 
the CITY’s.  CONTRACTOR will work with the CITY to define 6 KPI’s that can be derived out of 
the data being captured by EPORTAL.  KPI’s will be defined after deployment stabilization as 
part of turn over to the Managed Services team.  The CITY may request additional reports / 
KPI’s that may be extracted from the data as a change order.  The CITY owns all data that 



 

exists within EPORTAL.  CONTRACTOR will provide reports on a monthly basis, unless a 
different frequency is agreed upon.  
The CITY and CONTRACTOR will each perform their respective responsibilities as set out in 
table: 
 

Function  
Responsibility 

CITY CONTRA
CTOR 

Define KPI’s to be included in monthly reporting. RESPONSIBLE Consults 

Develop reports and deliver them on an agreed upon 
frequency. 

Informs RESPONSIBLE 

 
 

1.1.6. EPORTAL Upgrade Services 

1.1.6.1. Upgrades and patches 
CONTRACTOR will perform two types of changes to EPORTAL periodically: i) new features and 
functions ii) technical currency 
 
New features and functions: As part of continued improvements, CONTRACTOR will perform the 
upgrades to the EPORTAL with new features and functions. CITY may activate these non-mandatory 
new features whenever CITY is ready to implement them after they have been made generally 
available by CONTRACTOR. 
 
Technical currency: CONTRACTOR apply changes to the platform to maintain the technical 
currency of the platform, including but not limited to security patches. These generally have minimal 
impact to CITY and end user functionalities but are mandatory. CITY is required to implement them. 
Urgent updates are packaged as patches and non-urgent updates are packaged with upgrades  

1.1.6.2. Process and communication 
1. The CONTRACTOR shall provide notice to the CITY no later than 30 days prior to the release of an 

Upgrade or Service Pack and no later than 5 days prior to a patch. 
2. Inclusive of these notices will be supporting documentation and the availability of staff to discuss relevant 

details 
3. The CITY will provide notice to the CONTRACTOR no later than 30 days prior to deployment of 

upgrades, Service packs for applications under its control and at the same time that it is notified of 
Patches to these systems that will be deployed. 

4. The CITY will be responsible for notifying the CONTRACTOR of any known integration changes being 
introduced to non EPORTAL applications under its control.  CONTRACTOR will provide a cost estimate 
to make changes to EPORTAL to accommodate changes. 

 

Function  
Responsibility 

CITY CONTRACTOR 
Notify CITY that an Upgrade, Patch, or Service Pack is 
available 

Informs RESPONSIBLE 



 

Function  
Responsibility 

CITY CONTRACTOR 
Develop project schedule for implementation of new 
feature 

RESPONSIBLE Consults 

Apply upgraded software to the CITY’s environment Informs RESPONSIBLE 

Apply all necessary styles according to Style Guide for 
new pages. 

Informs RESPONSIBLE 

Perform functional testing on upgraded EPORTAL 
application in Dev environment. 

Informs RESPONSIBLE 

Make adapters to 3rd party or CITY controlled applications 
available for new feature operability. 

RESPONSIBLE Consults 

Provide updated training documentation for Upgraded 
system 

Informs RESPONSIBLE 

Provide training to CITY trainers of new features Consults RESPONSIBLE 

Provide functional test scripts used to test upgraded 
system  

Informs RESPONSIBLE 

Correct defects to the upgraded application. Consults RESPONSIBLE 

Promote upgraded system through lower tier 
environments 

Consults RESPONSIBLE 

Approve upgraded system for promotion through lower 
environments and into production 

RESPONSIBLE Informs 

Notify & train CITY end users on new features being 
introduced 

RESPONSIBLE Informs 

 

1.1.7. Application Monitoring / 24x7 Support 
CONTRACTOR will monitor EPORTAL and ensure the application is up and available for the CITY’s 
CITYs and will provide support to the CITY on a 24x7 basis.  The following lists the method which 
reported incidents will be resolved. 

1) For issues detected by the CONTRACTOR, the CITY will be notified of any application 
incident that is detected by CONTRACTOR.  CONTRACTOR will log an incident in their 
online ticketing system and will begin triage on the ticket. 

2) For incidents detected by the CITY, the CITY will log an incident in the Contractors’ online 
ticketing system and CONTRACTOR will begin triage on the ticket.  CITY provide a 
reasonable number of support personnel who may access the CONTRACTOR’s online 
ticketing system. 

3) The CITY will be responsible for assigning the Severity to tickets as defined in section 
3.1.8.2. 

4) THE CITY will be responsible for resolving end user data input errors and addressing any 
end user errors or training issues. 

5)   The CITY will provide the first level of support for the application.  This includes triage of 
functionality issues reported by CITYs and other CITY personnel, and categorize the issue 



 

before turning the issue over to the CONTRACTOR (ie. bug, training issue, 3rd party 
application issue, etc) before reporting an incident to the CONTRACTOR.  (Level 1 support) 

6) The responsibility for Application Monitoring tasks are summarized in the Application 
Incident Management Responsibility Matrix below. 

The CITY and CONTRACTOR will each perform their respective responsibilities as set out in the 
table: 
 

Function  
Responsibility 

CITY CONTRACTOR 
Identify & document application incident (performance, 
defect, system generated error message) reported by 
CITY CITYs or staff. 

RESPONSIBLE Informs 

Identify and document application incident as detected by 
system and application monitoring 

Informs RESPONSIBLE 

Log Application Incident & provide supporting details RESPONSIBLE Informs 

Assign severity to Application Incident RESPONSIBLE Consults 

Categorize Incident and provide root cause analysis Consults R 

Resolve application Defects (code and configuration fixes Consults RESPONSIBLE 

Validate resolution of Defect (code and configuration 
fixes) 

RESPONSIBLE Consults 

Resolve technical interface issues Consults R 

Resolve system performance issue Informs RESPONSIBLE 

Resolve end user data input errors RESPONSIBLE Informs 

Address end user errors or training issues RESPONSIBLE Informs I 

Generate and log application, transactional exceptions  Consults  RESPONSIBLE 

Manage and resolve application, transactional exceptions  RESPONSIBLE Consults 

Support transaction exception resolution Consults RESPONSIBLE 

Monitor EPORTAL batch jobs and correct any job failures Informs RESPONSIBLE 

 
 
 
 
 
  



 

Attachment B:  Pricing Schedule 
 
This section covers added prices for additional scope and services. All other terms, conditions and pricing 
still apply. Pricing is required to be firm and fixed pricing. Do not submit travel and living expenses or cost 
of bonds separately in cost proposal.  
 
 

   
 
KC Water will pay 20% upfront 
 
Remaining 80% per KC Water sign off at 
project completion 
 
Configuration and Application Installation 
One-Time Fee. 
 
 

 
$60,000 
 
$240,000 
 
 
$300,000 (total) 
 

Infrastructure and Managed Services 
Year 1 

$425,365  

  
Infrastructure and Managed Services 
Year 2 

$438,125.95 

  
Infrastructure and Managed Services 
Year 3 

$451,269.73 

  
Infrastructure and Managed Services 
Year 4 

$464,807.82  

  
Infrastructure and Managed Services 
Year 5 

$478,752.05 

  
Infrastructure and Managed Services 
Year 6 

$493,114.62 

  TOTAL      $2,751,435.39 
 
 Configuration and Application Installation Breakdown: 
  

With the managed services agreement Contractor will implement and configure additional 
plug-in modules for eIVR and eAdmin.  eIVR will provide better self-service features to water 
customer by providing advanced IVR Features and eAdmin will allow customer service 
employees to better serve water customers by providing customer-centric dashboards. 
 

Below components will be configured and installed as part of this proposal 
• Configure Install eIVR with the following features 

1. PCI Pay by Phone 
2. Outbound Calling Feature 
3. Dynamic Call Routing 
4. Dynamic configuration dashboard easy deployment of call recordings and routing 
 



 

• Configure Install eAdmin with the following dashboard views 
1. Account Locator 
2. Account Summary 
3. Notes Entry and History 
4. Master Bill  
5. Financials 
6. Collections 
7. Customer Communications and Contacts 
8. Case Management 
9. Service Orders 
10. Meter Reading Analysis with Graphical Representations integration to STAR 

• Configure Install Appointment Scheduling Plugin 
1. KC Water Customers book appointments before coming to KC water facility 
2. Case management tool to work customer requests. 
3. Dyanmic configuration dashboard with rules to add appointment types 
4. Scheduling and Resource management  

Upgrade Services (ePortal) 

Contractor will include upgrade services at no additional costs for implementation.  As part of the new 
contract the current version of ePortal will be eligible for upgrades to our latest release including 
failover capabilities, batch notifications payments due, and updated user experience.   

Application Managed Services 

• Provide support for operational and troubleshooting issues and the applicable resolutions as 
needed within the guidelines set forth herein.   

• Monitor ePortal and ensure the application is up and available on a 24x7 basis. 
• Managing source code and promotion through the testing and production environments. 
• Updates and management of configuration and content. 
• Reporting of issues and resolution. 
• Status Meetings/Management Reports 

 
Infrastructure and Managed Services Breakdown 

Maintenance Services 

• Configuration Management – Contractor will be responsible for updating Configuration settings 
and promoting the changes through the lower environments and into Production.  

• Customer Notification Management - CONTRACTOR will configure and monitor the SMS and 
email notification engine and ensure that EPORTAL related customer notifications are being sent 
out and provide a user interface to show returned emails. 

• Content Management - CONTRACTOR will be responsible for managing and changing any 
content that cannot be managed through the Admin module and promote these changes through 
the lower environments and into production. 

• Usage Performance Metrics and Improvements - CONTRACTOR will work with the 
CUSTOMER to define 6 KPI’s that can be derived out of the data being captured by EPORTAL 

• Support payment Kiosk interface for account information and payment posting 
 
Infastructure Services 

• Hardware and database patching, licensing, upgrades 
• Failover, Backup and disaster recovery  



 

• Code Migration / Promotion Management - Contractor will be responsible for managing the source code and 
promoting EPORTAL related source code from one environment to another.  Will track the code in an online 
source code repository (GitHub) and will be responsible for checking code out/in. 
 

      
 

Sec. 2.  Sections not Amended.  All other sections of the Contract shall remain in full force and effect. 
 
Sec. 3.  Effectiveness; Date.  This amendment will become effective when all the parties have signed it.  The 
date this amendment is signed by the last party to sign it will be deemed the date of this amendment. 
 
Each party is signing this amendment on the date stated opposite that party’s signature. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Date:__________________________ 

CONTRACTOR 
I hereby certify that I have authority to execute this 
document on behalf of Contractor 
 
By: 
_________________________________________ 
 
Title:
______________________________________ 
 

 
 
Date:__________________________ 

KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI 
 
By:
__________________________________________ 
 
Title:
______________________________________ 
 

 
Approved as to form: 
 
 
____________________________________ 
Assistant City Attorney  
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